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ABOUT THE GLOBAL COMMISSION ON THE STABILITY OF CYBERSPACE

The Global Commission on the Stability of Cyberspace (GCSC) is helping to promote mutual awareness and understanding among the various cyberspace communities working on issues related to international cybersecurity. By finding ways to link the dialogues on international security with the new communities created by cyberspace, the GCSC has a genuine opportunity to contribute to an essential global task: supporting policy and norms coherence related to the security and stability in and of cyberspace.

Chaired by Marina Kaljurand, and Co-Chairs Michael Chertoff and Latha Reddy, the Commission comprises 25 prominent Commissioners representing a wide range of geographic regions as well as government, industry, technical and civil society stakeholders with legitimacy to speak on different aspects of cyberspace. The GCSC will be linked to existing initiatives, such as the Global Commission on Internet Governance and the London Process, through Special Representatives.
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The briefings and memos included in this issue were developed by independent researchers working within the GCSC Research Advisory Group. The papers included here were submitted to the Global Commission on the Stability of Cyberspace (GCSC) in order to support its deliberations.

The opinions expressed in the publications are those solely of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the GCSC, its partners, or The Hague Centre for Strategic Studies. The Commission does not specifically endorse the respective publications, nor does it necessarily ascribe to the findings or conclusions. All comments on the content of the publications should be directed to the respective authors.

As a result of the Commission Meeting in New Delhi in November 2017, the GCSC issued a set of Requests for Proposals (RFPs) for four research projects. The Commissioners selected the winning proposals at the Commission Meeting in Lille, France, in January 2018. The researchers received the funding associated with the RFPs and were invited to present their work to the Commissioners during the Commission Meeting in Bratislava in May 2018.
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CONCEPTUALIZING AN INTERNATIONAL SECURITY REGIME FOR CYBERSPACE

Ms. Elonnai Hickok. COO, The Centre for Internet and Society, India
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INTRODUCTION

Policy-makers often use past analogous situations to reshape questions and resolve dilemmas in current issues. However, without sufficient analysis of the present situation and the historical precedent being considered, the effectiveness of the analogy is limited.85 This applies across contexts, including cyber space. For example, there exists a body of literature, including The Tallinn Manual86, which applies key aspects (structure, process, and techniques) of various international legal regimes regulating the global commons (air, sea, space and the environment) towards developing global norms for the governance of cyberspace.

Given the recent deadlock at the Group of Governmental Experts (GGE), owing to a clear ideological split among participating states, it is clear that consensus on the applicability of traditional international law norms drawn from other regimes, will not emerge if talks continue without a major overhaul of the present format of negotiations.87 The Achilles Heel of the GGE thus far has been a deracinated approach to the norms formulation process.88 There has been excessive focus on the content and the language of the applicable norm rather than the procedure underscoring its evolution, limited state and non state participation, and a lack of consideration for social, cultural, economic and strategic contexts through which norms emerge at the global level. Even if the GGE process became more inclusive and included all United Nations members, strategies preceding the negotiation process must be designed in a manner to facilitate consensus.

There exists to date, no scholarship that traces the negotiation processes that lead to the forging of successful analogous universal regimes or an investigation into the nature of normative contestation that enabled the evolution of the core norms that shaped these regimes. To develop an effective global regime governing cyberspace, we must consider if and how existing international law or norms for other global commons might also apply to ‘cyberspace’, but also transcend this frame into more nuanced thinking around techniques and framework that have been successful in consensus building. This paper focuses on the latter and embarks on an assessment of how regimes universally maximized functional utility through global interactions and shaped legal and normative frameworks that resulted, for some time, at least, in a broad consensus.

88 Martha Finnemore and Duncan B. Hollis, “Constructing Norms for Global Cybersecurity,” American Journal of International Law 110, no. 3 (July 2016): 427.
METHODOLOGY

DEFINING CYBER SECURITY
To embark on investigating an international security architecture, we must first arrive at a workable definition of cyber security. While arriving at a definition has been the objective of many scholarly works, a single definition is yet to be formalized. The International Telecommunications Union came up with a broad definition, which this paper will use as a reference point. ITU defined cybersecurity as

“the collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment and organization and user's assets.”

Thus, we consider a global cyber security architecture from two separate but connected frames of reference. The first aspect, broadly termed ‘cyber hygiene’ comprises of the technical aspects of cyber security, as outlined in the ITU’s definition, which includes developing safeguards to prevent computer infrastructure from risk and the sharing and co-ordination of best practices among the various concerned stakeholders. The second aspect of this architecture, which this paper will largely focus on is the development of a shared understanding on the nature of cyberspace, strategies for ensuring its continued stability and the key actors that play a role in shaping this framework. This aspect will require far more time and co-operation to arrive at a mutually acceptable understanding acceptable to most, if not all key stakeholders. Progress on these two aspects of the cyber security architecture can occur simultaneously-with technical solutions being developed in the short run, while the agreement at large is in the making.

OBJECTIVE
The objective of this report is to undertake an investigation into the procedural history of the negotiations that lead to the formation of four analogous functional regimes and assess how the processes of contestation around certain organising principles lead to an outcome of negotiated normativity. The regimes considered are:

2. The evolution of the norm outlawing the Use of Force and the Development of International Humanitarian Law
3. International Trade Law leading to the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade and the formation of the World Trade Organisation and
4. The evolution of the Paris Agreement.

The background report will dissect the first two regimes in detail in chapters 2 and 3 and chapter 4 will highlight additional learnings from the trade and environmental regime. Chapter 5 will highlight the progress made in the cyber-security negotiations thus far. In doing so, it will reflect on some of the existing cyber norms, initiatives and proposals. The recommendations section in Chapter 6 will use key learnings of this investigation to propose how the norms formulation process in cyberspace could be reformed.

These regimes have been chosen for three similarities with current negotiations on cyber governance. First, they deal with the regulation of an area that offered some form of functional utility for all participating nations. Second, much like the present regime seeking to govern cyberspace, each of these regimes are the product of contestation between regional or strategic state groupings. Third, some of these regimes have led to the evolution of a central governing body or a dispute settlement mechanism. Most of these regimes have also been strained with increasing political disagreement and lower exit barriers in the past decade. Rather than viewing this development as a reason to exclude these regimes from our assessment, this report will consider the reasons that led to these recent fetters and assess the take aways these might have for cyberspace governance.

CHAPTER 1: THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS
In order to inform our assessment of each regime and subsequent recommendations, this chapter summarises the predominant theories on regime formation and parliamentary diplomacy that may aid the evaluation of the regimes considered in the following chapters.

CO-OPERATION AND CONTESTATION
Cyberspace and the prospect of the cyber-weapon has revolutionized traditional understandings of organizing principles of global governance in what Lucas Kello terms three degrees of cyber-revolution.90 Third order cyber-revolution has altered the language and orientation of power through a weapon, whose transitory nature91 makes it difficult to test and dissect it through traditional means. The cyber-weapon has thus not only systematically disrupted existing relationships between states but also altered the rules and norms that regulate their conduct. Second order revolution or systemic revision occurs when a cohort of outliers such as a whimsical dictator uses the cyber weapon to challenge the edifice of the global political framework.92 Finally, first order revolution or systemic change refers to a drastic change in the main actors themselves with private actors entering the fray.93 A traditional attack could easily be detected and acted against, thereby reducing the operations of non-state actors to small scale guerilla tactics which could not threaten the state driven edifice of conventional order. The unbound nature of the cyber weapon offers tantalizing prospects both for established actors in the international system

92 Kello 90.
93 Kello 92.
who want to preserve power and for disruptors who want to use the weapon as a hitherto unforeseen avenue of gaining global influence.  

Even though the precise definition of a regime is contested, a widely accepted definition is “norms, rules and decision-making procedures around which actors' expectations converge in a given area of international relations.” A functioning regime creates a convergence of expectations and lays down acceptable standards of behaviour which may foster a general sense of obligation. Regime theory considers states as principal actors in the international arena and argues that states pursue absolute gains through international co-operation while realists believe that hegemons want to pursue relative gains to maintain the existing power imbalances in their favour. Regimes function often in the absence of authoritative central institutions and instead rely on the convergence of interests among states.

Any international regime that attempts to regulate cyberspace must consider these unique characteristics while bearing in mind its élan vital as a borderless construct accessible to and therefore strategically important for modern communication, trade and the building of relationships. Regime theory has broadly been inspired by the theory of collective action that explains outcomes as the integration of party interests through co-operation or co-ordination. Arriving at a universal regime requires what are known as 'transaction costs' due to the need to coordinate among multiple actors. Thus, in certain cases unilateral or bilateral bargaining may be more strategic unless the subject matter of the negotiations has an inherently entangled value and exhibits traits of the global commons, which means that there is a shared interest in its stability.

The most renowned understanding of international co-operation has been put forward by Robert Axelrod in his theorization of an iterated prisoner's dilemma. If players were to engage with each other only once in a simultaneous game, the optimal strategy for each player would be to 'defect' - that is, block the negotiations on a certain point. However, if the game is repeated over an unidentified period of time, as in the case of international negotiations, the incentive structure changes as states that block one aspect of the negotiation may be punished by other states which retaliate by stonewalling other points of contention that are of value to the defector. Thus,

94 Kello 92.
97 Bradford, 5.
98 Bradford, 5.
100 Four attributes of commons may be described as (1) Economic value which gives people a reason to capture them, (2) Indivisible or ‘in joint supply’, (3) Usable by and of interest to all players and 94) Non-excludable and non-rivalrous.
102 Ibid.
as states interact with each other and build reputations, the negotiation of optimal outcomes are possible due to a convergence of interests in the subject matter of the negotiation at large.\textsuperscript{103} There are four key conditions, however, that facilitate successful cooperation.\textsuperscript{104} First, both players must have low discount rates—that is they must care about the future in relation to the present.\textsuperscript{105} Players who are irrational or impatient cannot fit into the paradigm of a co-operative iterated prisoner's dilemma scenario as they cannot resist the urge to cheat in round \((n)\) rather than in round \((n+1)\). This means that their threat to punish the other player in round \((n+1)\) is not perceived as a credible threat by the other player. An example of this would be a ‘rogue state’ that is run by irrational or trigger-happy impulsive leader or a non-state actor who does not suffer reputational costs. These states would probably not fit into the paradigm of a standard iterated co-operation game. Second, the players must not know when the iterated game will end, which means that they will be continuously faced by the threat of punishment if they defect. Third, the payoffs from defecting must continue to be low in comparison from the payoffs available with cooperation. Pay-offs may change over time, which may change the incentives to cooperate. USA’s withdrawal from the Paris Agreement could be seen as an example.\textsuperscript{106} The reduced pay-offs in terms of complying with global environmental policy in comparison with the increased profit incentive of polluting and using the exit as optics to attract Trump’s domestic support base acted as an ideal incentive to defect. In cyberspace, this problem is particularly acute given the difficulties of attributing an attack, which may incentivise players to defect from agreed norms even after the regime has come into force.\textsuperscript{107} Finally, the strategies chosen by the players must be sufficiently exploitative and not too forgiving. If the response is too forgiving, the credible threat perception automatically goes down and the incentive to defect from the negotiations rises. This would require states to operate in coalitions of like-minded states to ensure that their interests are placed on the bargaining table and are made a part of the bargain in the process.

Trade-offs and bargaining, keeping the broader objective in mind, is undoubtedly an integral aspect of any negotiation. Therefore in order to facilitate dialogue and convergence, it is necessary for states to be entirely transparent and open about the significance of that particular issue. Once this posturing is made known to all states, trade-offs through broader packages and subpackages can commence.

\textsuperscript{103} Douglas G. Baird, Robert H. Gertner, and Randal C. Picker. Game theory and the law. Harvard University Press, 1998., 164-72; Gibbons, Robert. Game theory for applied economists. Princeton University Press, 1992. 82-99; Indeed, the evolution of the norm of 2(4) was a product of interactions between states who jointly believed in the outlawing of war as a tool of conducting politics. The insertion of Article IV into the Outer Space Treaty, which calls for the demilitarization of Outer Space within two years of the commencement of negotiations on the Outer Space Treaty is a similar example. Both the major powers-USA and USSR recognized the immense destructive potential of using the rapidly proliferating nuclear arsenal in Outer Space and rapidly negotiated the Outer Space Treaty in order to prevent the nuclear arms race from spiralling into outer space.


\textsuperscript{105} Goldsmith and Posner, 1126.


ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW
It is crucial to remember that law and norms are not conflicting but interrelated processes. As noted by Harvard Law Professor Lawrence Lessig, law can create, change or displace the meaning of social norms.108 Backing from established tenets of International Law provides legitimacy to the evolution of cyber norms and can therefore influence collective expectations, and serve as a facilitative mechanism for drawing up bargaining points and charting out the path forward. The development of international legal regimes for the regulation of various global commons including outer space, the deep sea bed and the economic exploitation of marine resources has now lead to a stable normative regime that influences state practice today.109
The function of International Law and global governance structures is to enable coordination and co-operation in the long run and thereby develop a framework for the stable functioning of global polity. One of the major criticisms of both the project of International Law in general and the cyber norms effort to date has been the political erosion of attempts to obtain normative consensus.110 While such criticism is valid, it overlooks an equally crucial role of the language of international law and the facilitation mechanisms of global governance structures that enable such conflict, the nature of the conflict, and ways in which conflict has been resolved in the past. Monica Hakimi argues that conflict in the short run may be beneficial for actors that seek to engage in a shared governmental endeavours as it can create nuanced discourse and careful examination of issues.111 Initial conflict can also lead to co-operation in the long run due to the entangled dimensions of cyberspace and the vitality of its existence for nation states and the international community as it stands today.

TRAJECTORY OF NORM EVOLUTION
Finnemore and Sikkink identify three theoretical phases of norm evolution at the global level.112 The first phase, known as ‘norm emergence’, marks the recognition of the said norm by a set of critical states who have a stake in the issue at hand. After recognition, these critical states endeavour to promote this norm at the international level by generating global discourse or in Hakimi’s paradigm, conflict. This phase is known as a ‘norm cascade’. Finally, after concerted discourse at the international level, states internalise these norms as obligations that are binding either due to adoption in a legal code or through societal pressure. The transition from one phase to another is known as a tipping point that is catalyzed by norm-entrepreneurs which may be states, groups of states or non-state actors.

Zartman and Berman divide the process of formal regime formation into three separate negotiating phases that broadly correspond to the three phases of Finnemore and Sikkink’s analysis of norm evolution. In the diagnostic phase, parties consider the possibilities of regime formation while sounding out like-minded parties who may act as norm-entrepreneurs and exploring the possibilities of negotiating conduct. In the formula phase, they jointly settle on a formula which seeks to facilitate the third phase, which is known as the details phase where the broad formula is refined, specific details are added and in certain cases, laws are codified.

HYPOTHESIS

This report argues that the cyber norms process thus far has seen a muddling of the three phases and an excessive eagerness to extend norms of International Law to cyberspace rather than using the language of international legal rules in consonance with negotiation strategies as a mechanism for the facilitation of contestation between concerned stakeholders.

CHAPTER 2: UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA

INTRODUCTION

After the failure of the second United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, it was clear that UNCLOS III was a conference that almost all stakeholders desired but, as will be highlighted in this paper, had to be incentivised to be brought to the negotiating table to agree on the contours of a regime that would enable universal acceptance. The negotiators at UNCLOS II had failed to reach any form of agreement on the sole norm in contention, which was the breadth of the territorial sea. The motivations for pursuing multilateral agreements were different for each nation—the developed world saw this as their last chance of salvaging the exploitation of the open oceans while the newly decolonised, developing states wanted to preserve the swathes of water near their shores.

As highlighted comprehensively in Robert Friedheim’s Negotiating the New Oceans Regime, the remaining sixteen years that saw the codification of the UNCLOS remains, to date, the most complex yet perhaps one of the most successful outcomes of multilateral bargaining and co-operative regime evolution.

THE NEGOTIATION IN THREE PHASES

The diagnostic phase: This phase ended without setting an agenda for a major diplomatic conference or outlining of norms or norm entrepreneurs that could create the norm. However,

---

114 Territorial waters is the area immediately adjacent to the shores of a nation and subject to the jurisdiction of that nation. In essence, it is within that nation’s sovereign domain. At present, it is defined as 12 nautical miles from the shores of the territorial state.
the Sea-Bed Committee produced a list of 150 subjects and divided them into 23 groups. They also produced a list of issues. While contention was apparent among the various apparents, the diagnostic phase had clearly identified that the multilateral regime would be a universal one which would grapple with a range of issues.

The formula phase: The delegates at the third United Nations Law of the Sea Conferences in New York, Caracas and Geneva respectively were faced with two clear challenges:

1. Establishment of the rules of interaction and way forward in the negotiations and
2. A formula that would take into consideration shared ideas and underpin a comprehensive treaty regime.

On point 1, they agreed that all issues would be attempted to be negotiated using consensus rather than a voting procedure that required a simple or a special majority. This was because the Group of 77 - the block representing the global south could have used the voting process to create a treaty that fits its needs. This would have resulted in the developed world leaving the treaty regime altogether as the pay-offs from defecting would have been greater than the pay-offs from remaining in the regime. Both the USA and USSR realized, regarding point 2, that the final outcome would have to be a package deal reflected in a ‘single-negotiating text.’ The various components of the text were negotiated by using informal sub-groups at UNCLOS. The sub-groups agreed to the establishment of the 200 mile Exclusive Economic Zone, which would enable developing coastal states to exploit resources proximate to their territory in exchange for a 12-mile territorial sea and a right of transit through straits that may be used for international navigation.

The details phase: Despite the striking of relative fruitful bargains during the formula phase, working out the details of the agreement took seven years. The U.S. made many attempts to ‘exit’ the regime altogether. Henry Kissinger’s dramatic re-orientation proposed a ‘parallel’ system of regulating the deep sea-bed in a supposed bid to balancing the sovereignty driven monopoly of access approach taken by the Group of 77 and the unlimited licensing system which the developed states wanted. However, the voice of the majority Group of 77 was not to be drowned out and they constantly opposed the U.S. proposal to legitimize open-access deep sea-bed mining. This issue was discussed in Committee I under the stewardship of Jens Everson of

---

118 Friedheim, 31.
119 Friedheim, 32.
125 Friedheim, 35.
126 Williams and Friedman, 556.
Norway. Even though the final outcome had technical issues, it was a negotiation that had taken on board multiple stakeholders. The G77 advisors drove the articles on the deep sea-bed which gave the seabed authority a broad-ranging variety of powers on the regulation of deep seabed mining.

The discussions on the deep sea-bed lead to cascading of the norm demarcating this area as the ‘Common Heritage of Mankind.’ (CHM) Originally articulated by Maltese Ambassador at the United Nations General Assembly in 1967, the concept claims that certain commons or elements that are of benefit to all of mankind must not be appropriated by states or individuals or corporate entities but be exploited under an international regime that facilitates exploitation in a manner beneficial to mankind as a whole. After a thorough evaluation of the norm during debates at the LOSC Conference, This has now arguably evolved into customary international law and internalised by the international community due to the recognition of the symbiosis between equity and efficiency fostered through the principle.

COALITIONS
The Group of 77 comprised of more than 120 states when the negotiations started and had a heterogenous group of members who were differentiated by region - Latin American/Caribbean/African/Asian or by special interest issues stemming from geographic disadvantages, such as being a landlocked state. Yet, they Ambassadors Koh and Jayakumar have highlighted that even among this broad coalition there was solidarity in areas where their interests converged but not so much congruence on other issues such as the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), which were of relevance only to coastal states. Despite these differences, the use of the coalition had an influential impact on the negotiations. When this Group banded together on a certain issue, that was to be the ‘default position’ with which the other countries either had to negotiate or defect. This posed interesting strategic questions as it required the G77 to use their power of numbers to push forward their agenda and exhibit their ‘voice’ in the process while ensuring that their push was not aggressive enough to cause developed states to defect.

127 Friedheim, 35.
131 Noyes 456.
133 Friedheim, 337.
NORM ENTREPRENEURS

The Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee, (now Asian-African Legal Consultative Organisation), which was set up during the Bandung Conference of the Non-Aligned Movement in 1955¹³⁴ acted as a norm entrepreneur and lobbying group for many rules that became codified to create a more equitable legal framework. At the meeting of the Working Group of the AALCC on the Law of the Sea held in Geneva in 1971, at the request of the AALCC, several delegates submitted papers highlighting the positions of their respective states on the prevailing complex issues, which could be identified as norm emergence.¹³⁵ The delegation of Kenya submitted an iconic paper on the 'exclusive economic zone' concept.¹³⁶ The delegation of Indonesia submitted a paper on 'The Concept of Archipelago' and the Malaysian delegate submitted a paper on 'International Straits'.¹³⁷ These ideas were raised before the Second Committee of the Law of the Seas Conference and treated as a cohesive representation of the perspectives of Asian and African states on these complex legal issues in the norm cascade process.¹³⁸ Following the success of these existing initiatives the AALCC worked towards the development of a cohesive legal regime that sought to regulate the deep sea-bed¹³⁹ Just after the third session of the Law of the Sea Conference in Geneva (1975), which produced the Single Negotiating Text (SNT), the AALCC prepared a detailed study of these drafts in order to further advise member states on the Law of the Sea and recraft existing norms in a manner conducive to the unique socio-economic interests of Asian and African states.¹⁴⁰

ROLE FOR INTERNATIONAL LAW

There was little scope for extension of traditional principles of international law to the UNCLOS negotiations as the objective of the agreement was to modify the Grotian regime which recognised the high seas as a global commons unfettered by sovereignty and freedom for use by all.¹⁴¹ The inexhaustibility of resources within the ocean and the increasing ideological dogma of post-colonial states in favour of a New International Economic Order¹⁴² required a drastic re-
orientation of International Law for the regime to function rather than a mere re-orientation of existing principles that were grossly outdated.

Most claims were sought to be justified through an appeal to their acceptance as customary international law. Most of these proposals lead to greater conflict in the short run as each coalition utilised their own ideological extraction of international law to compete and ultimately synthesize with the conflict. For example, Latin American states strived to highlight a distinctively regional norm called the ‘patrimonial sea’ which lay the edifice for discussions on an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and was used regularly by the G77 during the negotiation process.

CONTESTATION AND EXIT

The newly minted dogma of the ‘New International Economic Order’ acted as a prism through which the developing world viewed these negotiations and used this to re-claim sovereignty from western hegemony. They used it as a tool for contestation on many issues, including the negotiation of the Exclusive Economic Zone and left this ideological concept immune from a bargaining move or trade-off. On other issues, however, there were several trade-offs forged. For example, the G77 allowed access to sea-bed minerals on the grounds of increased financial support for the International Seabed Authority or tighter production controls that would protect mineral producing states.

These trade-offs on the deep sea-bed mining provisions, in particular were not good enough for the United States. The U.S. delegation returned to the Law of the Sea Conference in 1982 with an entire reconceptualization of the law on which consensus had been obtained over the course of the negotiations. The U.S. return was not marked by a desire to negotiate but instead was an attempt to re-orient the negotiations in its favour by threatening exit. This did not work however and the Conference adopted the Law of the Sea Convention in April, 1982 without meeting U.S. demands. The U.S. then announced that it would not be signing the treaty in June, 1982. The U.S. exiting the negotiations did not cast a shadow on the legitimacy or enforceability of the Law of the Seas regime and the legal framework flourished nevertheless. The presence of the United States was not imperative for a regime that was designed to be multilateral. In this instance, the US played its cards wrong and misread the potential adverse effects on regime stability if it withdrew. Given how robust the crystallized norms had become by the time UNCLOS came into force, US opinion on the treaty mattered little in the context of fervent dogma exhibited by states who wanted to re-claim their lost sovereignty.


146 Malone 33.
DISPUTE SETTLEMENT AND COORDINATION MECHANISM

The 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea created the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea as a neutral third party dispute settlement mechanism to resolve disputes between two states on any issue covered by UNCLOS. Judges are appointed on the basis of ‘equitable geographical distribution’. As the Convention did not enter into force until 1994, the ITLOS became operational only in that year. It has so far adjudicated 23 disputes with 1 dispute pending before it at the present moment. The disputes have spanned a wide range of issues, ranging from maritime delimitation to Part XV of UNCLOS that provides for compulsory adjudication but still allows states to retain a choice in the procedure they wish to adopt for resolution of the dispute. While states have generally chosen to refer their disputes to ITLOS, states have also approached the International Court of Justice or arbitration procedures due to more certainty in the former and more control over the process in the latter. This underscores the potential benefits and drawbacks of setting up dedicated dispute settlement mechanisms as opposed to relying established dispute settlement mechanisms.

A coordination mechanism also exists under the Law of the Seas Regime in the form of the International Seabed Authority (ISA). Based in Kingston, Jamaica, it was set up to regulate mineral-related activities in the international sea-bed area, including in areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. As per Article 154 of UNCLOS, the Assembly of the ISA undertakes a systematic review of the functioning of ITLOS and suggests recommendations that may improve its impact. The Review of the ISA in 2016, articulated that the ISA has made significant efforts at organising and regulating activities in that area although there is still some doubt on how state entities are controlled effectively. This fear is compounded by the fact that the authority largely operates behind closed doors and there is no published data on how contracts are awarded. The Report suggests that there needs to be an independent and transparent regulatory body that is capable of enforcing the regulations devised by the ISA in order to ensure the efficacy of its functioning.

CONCLUSION

The UNCLOS negotiation is an example of the successful use of parliamentary diplomacy that sought to gain legitimacy by ensuring broad participation from a variety of states and taking into consideration a range of strategic concerns. Although the diagnostic phase did not generate anything substantive, it did signal to all states that any agreement regulating the seas must be based on universal consensus. In the formula phase, they agreed on voting rules for the negotiation process and decided on the outcome of the negotiations, which was to be a single

---

negotiated text. Over a period of seven years that saw the formation of coalitions and the use of trade-offs and sub-packages, the present Law of the Seas regime was born. Norm-entrepreneurs such as the AALCC and coalitions such as the G77 banded together to press for a re-orientation of existing constructs such that the emerging economies may also benefit from the regime. There was constant reference to the participants ideological extractions of international law. The concepts of the patrimonial sea, sovereign equality and the New International Economic Order were repeatedly used as a frame of reference to facilitate discussion and consensus, in the long run. Due to the comprehensiveness of the final treaty and the large number of states that eventually came on board, exit by the United States did not matter for the survival of the regime.

CHAPTER 3: OUTLAWING THE USE OF FORCE AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW

INTRODUCTION
International peace and stability is an entangled domain that all states have an interest in. Bearing this in mind, two separate bodies of law have crystallized to deter the possibility of the world reverting back to a continued state of barbaric warfare. The first, known as ‘jus ad bellum’ or the ‘right to go to war’ is embodied in the prohibition on the use of force in Article 2(4) of the U.N. Charter. The second, known as Jus in Bello (law in war) or International Humanitarian Law regulates conduct during warfare and is largely codified in the Hague Conventions and the Geneva Conventions and its Additional protocols. While the forms of interaction that lead to the codification of each of these bodies of law may have varied slightly, a common thread running through the development of both these bodies of law is that alongside considerations of realpolitik and strategic considerations - that ideas by individuals or groups of actors mattered in the development of each of these bodies of law.

NORM OUTLAWING THE USE OF FORCE
The origins and history of the main stakeholders involved in the development of this norm is captured comprehensively in Oona Hathaway and Scott Shapiro’s 2017 unique history on the evolution of the norm entitled The Internationalists. 152

The diagnostic phase: Before states entered the fray or the conception of the norm became a subject of discourse at multilateral fora, individuals conceptualized, theorized and re-defined the norm. Before the dawn of what Hathaway and Shapiro term ‘the outlawry movement’, 153 Hugo Grotius (dubbed ‘The Father of International Law’) defended warfare as an alternative to the Courts system for the prosecution of wrongs or restoration of rights. This remained the status quo in International Law until a Chicago-based commercial lawyer named Samuel Levinson collaborated with John Dewey, then Professor of Philosophy at Columbia University, Levinson wrote an article for The New Republic entitled “The Legal Status of War” where he argued that

153 Hathaway and Shapiro, 109.
instead of working on onerous codes that sought to regulate the conduct of atrocities during warfare, war must be outlawed in its entirety.\footnote{Hathaway and Shapiro, 109.} Despite the unique thought process and argumentation evident in the piece, backing at the institutional level was necessary to ensure legitimacy.

James Shotwell, then Professor of History at Columbia University and adviser to President Wilson during the Versailles negotiations, sought to take the normative outlawing movement forward but also add to this process some ‘teeth’ or sanctions mechanism.\footnote{Hathaway and Shapiro, 117-121;} He corresponded with French Foreign Minister Briand and induced American Secretary of State Frank Kellogg to co-ordinate negotiations on the draft of a universal pact that would outlaw war. There were 31 signatories by the effective date.\footnote{Hathaway and Shapiro, 122.} Even though the Pact was unable to constrain the routine use of warfare by states and the outbreak of World War II itself, it sowed the seeds for what would become a far more all encompassing norm in the form of Article 2(4). Again, despite its irrelevance and lack of enforcement at the time, the Kellogg-Briand Pact is an example of an international norm whose emergence was utilised to frame conflict and then create consensus in the long run.

The language of the peace-pact was utilised by the Sub-Committee on International Organisation through a treaty which was originally drafted by James Shotwell in a recognition of the errors in judgment that occurred as a result of a toothless League.\footnote{Hathaway and Shapiro, 198.} A final proposal called “Plan for the Establishment of an International Organisation for the Maintenance of International Peace and Security” was presented to President Roosevelt of the United States and would serve as a draft for future negotiations on the regime.\footnote{“Plan for the Establishment of an International Organisation for the Maintenance of International Peace and Security,” December 23, 1943, FRUS,1944, VI 1 (General), 615.}

**The formula phase:** As World War II drew to a close, the British, American and Soviet delegates discussed what the contours of world order, post World-War II, would look like.\footnote{Hathaway and Shapiro, 199.} The enforcement of the prohibition on the use of force was an obvious inclusion given the tremendous destruction suffered even by the victors during the War. There were no incentives to defect from this co-operative equilibrium. Disagreement existed only on the enforcement of the norm. Soviet Ambassador Andrei Gromyko was adamant and would not concede on retaining veto powers for all permanent members of the UNSC even in matters that directly involved them. As a way of moving forward despite dissenting opinions, and instead of destroying all the progress made during the diagnosis phase, the delegates adopted a draft text that ultimately became the present U.N. Charter, but with an added note which clarified that the voting procedure was still under consideration.\footnote{U.S. Department of State, Dumbarton Oaks Documents on International Organisations, 2223: 13.}
The details phase: In February 1945, representatives of fifty nations and forty two non governmental groups congregated to usher in the United Nations organisation. However, as president Truman mentioned in his opening address, the Conference was not a mere formality as the issue of voting procedures at the UNSC still had to be agreed upon. The smaller powers resisted the use of the veto power, which struck them as being inherently inequitable. However, the voice of the major powers carried through and the veto powers were retained. The negotiation of Article 2(4) was far more simple as this norm had already been explored in great detail both in the diagnosis and formula phases and on June 26, 1945, all 50 nations present signed the UN Charter.

INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW

The diagnostic phase: Due to progress made on the codification of the Laws of War through the 1907 Hague Conventions, there was already some agreement on the nature of the rules that would govern war, although these agreements were pragmatic considerations fostered on reciprocity rather than a desire to create a new international regime. So the diplomats who negotiated the Geneva Conventions in 1949 already had the substance ready at hand, from the Hague Conventions and from international custom, which was coupled with their collective understanding of all that had gone wrong during the atrocities of World War II. The four Geneva Conventions were negotiated without much contestation due to the uncontroversial and aspirational nature of the norms contained therein. Right from the time of their drafting, the Conventions were not entirely relevant for a world that was fast changing with different modes of warfare and different kinds of actors, such as newly decolonized states entering the fray. An update and re-orientation of the regime was needed. Norm emergence, cascade and internalization occurred relatively fast but the norms themselves were out of date and lacked specific codification which could create a robust regime protecting civilians and medical personnel during the conduct of hostilities.

Addressing this, the International Committee of the Red Cross took the initiative to press for another Conference in 1974 and had already prepared a draft treaty carving out specific obligations and legal guarantees. This draft was prepared based on the experiences of their personnel and from the criticisms of the Conferences of Governmental Experts in 1971 and 1972.

The formula phase: The Conference titled the Geneva Conference on the Re-affirmation and Development of International Humanitarian law was convened in 1974 by the Swiss government
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which was the depository of the original Geneva Conventions.\(^{167}\) Although approximately 120 delegations are believed to have attended - the number of active participants may have been around 70. The community believed that a comprehensive agreement with broad-based state participation was required for a robust re-orientation of Humanitarian Law.\(^{168}\) The first Conference was held up by procedural baggage such as whether invitations should be extended to national liberation movements - a question that was decided by a majority vote.\(^{169}\) Similarly, the question of whether national liberation wars qualified as international armed conflicts was also decided by majority vote, which meant that the protections provided for in the Geneva Conventions apply.\(^{170}\) This irked United States, at which point, they threatened to exit the negotiations.\(^{171}\) The second session of the Conference was marked by trade-offs and compromises - a pattern which continued into the Third Session of the Conference. Compromises had to be made on certain key issues and voting on the less contentious ones.\(^{172}\) A particularly contentious issue was the granting of Prisoner-of-War status for guerilla fighters given the North Vietnamese tactics used in the Vietnam War which the US was entangled in. Another point of contestation between the Western States and those lead by the Soviet Bloc was regarding the principle of proportionality. The Soviet bloc and other representatives from the third world believed that this would grant military commanders too much discretion during an armed conflict.\(^{173}\) The Western States responded by claiming that proportionality did not mean abandonment of the conduct of hostilities but lay in a more realistic understanding of the extent to which the laws of war could regulate this conduct.

**The details phase:** Many of the contentious issues during the formula phase were overlooked through the utilisation of vague or ambiguous language in the final draft. The issue about guerrillas was resolved by stating that combatants must identify themselves as soon a there is 'deployment' - a convenient term because no one had an understanding of what it meant.\(^{174}\) Finally, after such diplomatic wrangling for four years, Additional Protocol I that dealt with external armed conflicts and Additional Protocol II which dealt with internal armed conflicts were negotiated. Despite the broad array of compromises, the new conventions plugged many of the gaps left by the original Geneva Conventions. The term 'civilian' was defined for example and given a vast array of protections. In many ways, the codification tilted the balance of the laws of war towards humanitarianism from military necessity.\(^{175}\) Four decades after their adoption, there are now 174 State Parties to AP I and 168 State Parties to AP II.
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NORM ENTREPRENEURS
The ICRC has played a major role in the negotiation of International Humanitarian Law across decades and in several instances has been more proactive in taking initiatives than many states.\footnote{Francis Buignon. “The International Committee of the Red Cross and the development of international humanitarian law.” Chi. J. Int’l L. 5 (2004): 191.} For example vide a memorandum dated February 15, 1945, the ICRC stated that it would initiate consultations for the purpose of drafting the Geneva Conventions and brought together governments and National Societies to gather the necessary expertise and documentation.\footnote{Memorandum adresse par le Comité international de la Croix-Rouge aux Gouvernements des Etats parties à la Convention de Genève et aux Sociétés nationales de la Croix-Rouge, 27 Revue internationale de la Croix-Rouge 85 (1945), quoted in Buignon 194.} On the basis of the deliberations and conclusions reached through these informal consultations and the preparatory conferences, the ICRC formulated the four draft conventions and re-formulated them after the Seventeenth International Conference of the Red Cross that met in Stockholm.\footnote{Seventeenth International Red Cross Conference (Stockholm, Aug 1948), Report (Swedish Red Cross 1948); Seventeenth International Conference of the Red Cross.} They then transmitted these drafts to the Swiss government which acts as the depository of the Geneva Conventions and circulated these drafts to all countries invited to the diplomatic conference in Geneva in 1949. The drafts prepared by the ICRC were used for deliberation at the Conference and provided an edifice around which negotiations could take place. They played a similar roles in the process building up to the Additional Protocols as they recognized that a world divided in the midst of the Cold War would not easily revise the tenets of humanitarian law. Again, it prepared the draft which served as the basis for deliberations at the Conference, which was then forwarded to the Swiss government which initiated the dialogue.

CONCLUSION
The norm outlawing the use of force and the codes regulating the conduct of atrocities were both products of active engagement and facilitation by norm-entrepreneurs. In the case of the norm outlawing use of force, individuals and their ideas enabled states to come together to agree on an universal principle that to this day remains the bedrock of international relations. This reorientation happened through initial agreement through the Kellogg-Briand Pact. Even though this norm was flouted, as evidenced by the outbreak of the Second World War, it laid a formula for the post-war negotiations that resulted in the articulation of Article 2(4) of the UN Charter. The trajectory of IHL was slightly different as the Geneva Conventions were signed and internalised rapidly but were not in sync with the requirements of rapidly evolving modes and consequences of warfare. Norm entrepreneurship by the ICRC and contestation between the Western and developing world finally resulted in the Additional Protocols which have been widely signed and ratified. Much like cyberspace, the outlawing and regulation of warfare mark a domain, whose stability all states have an interest in preserving and the lessons learned from this case study have much to offer in the context of cyber negotiations.
CHAPTER 4: LEARNINGS FROM TRADE AND ENVIRONMENT

This chapter endeavours to build on the detailed case studies and highlight some additional learnings from the trade and environmental regimes. While these regimes bear some similarities with the trajectory of regime evolution illustrated in the previous two chapters, the processes and outcomes of these regimes offer some further useful insights that work on the cyberspace regime should take note of.

GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION

The process of developing the Paris Agreement saw participation from countries from across the world including developing and developed. In total 195 countries joined the agreement except for Syria - as it was in the middle of conflict and subject to U.S and E.U sanctions and Nicaragua - as it felt that the agreement was not robust enough. In 2017, both Nicaragua and Syria became a signatory to the agreement. Prior to Nicaragua and Syria joining, in 2017, Donald Trump announced that the United States will withdraw from the agreement. Despite exit by the U.S., experts have maintained that Trump's position will geopolitically hurt the U.S. and give countries like China the ability to become leaders in this arena.

NEGOTIATION PROCESS AND STRATEGIES

The Paris Agreement was a formal ‘agreement at large’ in which consensus was facilitated through extensive informal processes and networking during the conference. In his article, The Paris Agreement on Climate Change: Behind Closed Doors, Radoslav Dimitrov highlights the important role that diplomatic tactics play in consensus building including understanding and leveraging the nuances of structure and process, micro-dynamics of negotiations, and coordination. Radoslav provides an account of the conference and how strategies such as negotiating only with actors directly relevant to issues, limiting the number of open deliberations, and presenting text in a 'take it' or leave it fashion was key in facilitating consensus.

PARTICIPATION FROM NON STATE-ACTORS
The Paris Agreement saw wide participation from governments during the conference as well as non-governmental actors – including civil society, industry, investors, state governments etc. Broadly, the UNFCCC allows for NGO participation which is facilitated through an accreditation process by the UNFCCC Secretariat. Accredited NGO's have the ability to lobby, produce formal statements, propose policy options and make presentations. The participation from non-governmental actors in the Paris Agreement has been highlighted as playing an important role in placing additional pressure on governments during the negotiations, as well creating a series of successful commitments outside of those made by governments. Importantly, the participation of private sectors and other key actors was not limited to the conference, and these stakeholders have continued to play an active role at the country level as governments begin to undertake policies to meet commitments. It has also been noted that non-state actors can play an important role in the review process under the Paris Agreement by offering independent expertise, comparative insight, and push for the uptake of outcomes at the national level.

CONSENSUS AND COMPROMISE
The Paris Agreement has been represented as being based on equal compromise and reciprocal tradeoffs. Thus every government walked away from the table with gains and compromises. For example, Radoslav provides accounts of how in the end, China did not obtain legally binding action and weaker transparency standards, yet their position on finance and mitigation was accepted. Similarly the US achieved a weaker stance on the legally binding character of national actions, but their desired standard of mandatory and progressive evolution and financial differentiation was not incorporated.

RIGIDITY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW MECHANISMS
The Paris Agreement has been called out by experts as an Agreement that achieved a balance between the need for national autonomy with an international responsibility by legally requiring countries to undertake and report on actions, but leaving the exact nature of these actions up to the country. Known as the common but differentiated responsibilities and respective
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capabilities – it is a principle in environmental law that emerged from the 1992 Earth Summit. The principle recognizes “the need to evaluate responsibility for the remediation or mitigation of environmental degradation based on both historical contribution to a given environmental problem and present capabilities.” Experts have noted that the flexibility of NDCs was key to the success of the Paris Agreement.

The transformation of the levels of Exit and Voice available to stakeholders from the GATT to the WTO offers some interesting prospects for the study of the adequate rigidity of a legally binding agreement. The GATT was initially conceptualized as a ‘gentleman’s club’ which was primarily a political non-binding agreement with low-levels of legal discipline and therefore lower contestation because states were less incentivised to actively contest terms that would not have strict legal consequences. This interaction worked in a bi-directional manner as the low levels of political participation prevented consensus from developing on the thornier questions of global trade. In effect, it was reduced to a business like negotiation for the reduction of tariffs rather than an agreement at large.

The World Trade Organization, however was a multi-stakeholder initiative that sought to arrive at an agreement at large that would set legally binding obligations. Due to the interconnected nature of the world trade system, exit options are scarce because most countries are members to it. This combined with high levels of legal discipline means that there is more active contestation by various groups of countries to obtain a more equitable deal in the setting of norms. This has also lead to regime shifting by various nations who feel that regional or mega-regional trade agreements would be more conducive to their needs than the cumbersome WTO process.

TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY MECHANISMS

In the Paris Agreement, the transparency, accountability, and compliance system established is meant to ensure positive and continuous progress towards nationally defined goals. A key way this was achieved was by placing a legally binding requirement on parties to define, communicate, and undertake a nationally determined mitigation contribution. Though parties are not legally bound to achieve defined targets, it is required that policies and goals and progress towards the same must be regularly communicated and must progressively become stronger. To facilitate this accountability and transparency, the Paris Agreement puts in place technical expert reviews, a multilateral peer review process, and a standing committee on implementation and compliance. The role that transparency and accountability play in the Paris Agreement have been noted as key in building trust and confidence.
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THE BARGAINING PROCESS
The GATT used to function on the basis of a majority vote due to its nature as a political club with relatively low levels of contestation. The WTO has adopted a consensus approach to voting on major policy issues, which has stonewalled progress on various issues since 2001. While the consensus voting requirement does provide voice to developing countries, the exercise of voice is only considered relevant and legitimate if the veto is exercised in consonance with a coalition.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION BODY
The WTO Appellate Body is an example of an effective and independent judicial system that has managed to extricate itself from the political trappings of the WTO. They have resolved various controversial issues with reference to the laws codified in the founding agreements which has sometimes found them at odds with trade policy elites. However, their neutrality was understood by all ultimately and lead to the cementing of the WTO as an independent authority rather than a politically driven compromise.

CHAPTER 5: PROGRESS IN CYBERSPACE
The inextricable weaving of the Internet of Things (IoT) into commerce, social interaction and military strategy universally has rendered its nature similar to any other ‘global commons. States have clearly diagnosed that an international regime is needed to govern its use and restrict its weaponization in order to ensure its continued stability and utility. However, the amorphous and ever-changing nature of cyberspace and the vastly contested perceptions of the phenomenon has stood as challenges to the international community from arriving at a formula that could precipitate shared notions of cyber governance for three key reasons. First, there is a cultural divide on the essence of cyberspace - as a free-flowing entity that states should patrol with as light a touch as possible and the idea of information sovereignty, which prefers strict sovereign regulation. Second, the unknown potential of pursuing offensive strategies in cyberspace and the limited potential of deterrence given the difficulties of attribution incentivise states to defect from the co-operative equilibrium simply because they remain unsure regarding the quantity of payoffs when they cheat or co-operate. This also prevents them from displaying all their preferred strategies and outcomes at the negotiation table as that would tie their hands in case a future opportunity for strategic exploitation opened up. The utility of cyberspace in altering or re-orienting prevailing global power asymmetries is a reality the cyber governance project must grapple with. Finally, the increased role of non-state actors in the prevailing cyber security architecture means that state negotiators will have to understand the needs, motivations and ideologies of those operating both in the offensive and defensive realm. The heterogeneity of
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actors and motivations together with the complexity of the phenomenon itself turns the regulation of cyberspace into a unique challenge for the international community.

**Diagnosis Phase:** In 1998, Russia proposed a treaty at the United Nations that would regulate and restrict the utilization of cyber-attacks and cyber weapons.\(^{198}\) The initial proposal adapted its idea from norm proliferation in the avenue of arms control and disarmament. At the time, this proposal was opposed by the United States and found little support. Academic discourse on the development of an international cyber security convention was also discarded as impractical and failed to gain traction within the United Nations.\(^{199}\)

Further research on the utilization of non-binding norms and confidence building measures as an alternative to the development of a full-fledged treaty regime lead to an alternate approach within the international community.\(^{200}\) The approach drew from the norms based approach in regimes such as the Missile Technology Control Regime and helped shape the UN-GGE process. The GGE was set up in 2004 and comprised of independent experts from 15 states. This group was initially meant to advise the UN on promoting peace and stability in cyberspace. While the first UN-GGE was not able to finish a report, the second GGE was more fruitful and ended up releasing a report in 2010. The third GGE which presented its report in 2013 agreed on a set of founding norms for the governance of cyberspace.\(^{201}\) The document basically stated that international law, state sovereignty and human rights were applicable to the governance of cyberspace. The report also stated that states must not use non-state proxies to commit cyber-attacks on other states or allow non-state actors to use their territory for the launching of cyber-attacks.

**Makings of a Formula**

The 2015 report of the fourth UN-GGE elaborated on these concepts and laid down a comprehensive framework for further discussion on cyber norm evolution. Section III of the report lays down several norms, rules and principles for responsible state behaviour in cyberspace.\(^{202}\) The 2013 and 2015 reports of the GGE have the makings of a broad formula for devising a regime on cyberspace. However, it has not fostered agreement on many crucial normative questions, including on the definition and nature of cyberspace itself. Therefore, instead of continuing to focus on extrapolating academic theory in International Law to promulgate new norms, focus must be shifted on the process behind obtaining universal consensus on a formula that works for all stakeholders-so that work may proceed on the details phase.
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HURDLES
Drawing from what appeared to be consensus within the group on the norms process a fifth GGE was instituted by the United Nations ‘to study, with a view to promoting common understandings, ... how international law applies to the use of information and communications technologies by States, as well as norms, rules and principles of responsible behaviour of States, confidence-building measures and capacity-building....’ However, due to what cyber security and International Law expert and chair of the Tallinn Manual Process, Prof.Michael Schmitt terms the ‘politicization of cyber norms,’ the UN-GGE was not able to arrive at consensus due to stonewalling by Cuba and reportedly China and Russia. Gauging from Cuba's publicly available statement, the UN-GGE disagreed on three fundamental questions. It appears from their statement that applying the contested norms of international law to the cybersphere would convert cyberspace into a ‘theatre of military action’ and legitimize unilateral punitive sanction. Mike Schmitt is critical of this position – arguing that it has no validity in international law and has been adopted by states to gain an asymmetric strategic advantage as the states engaged in the stonewalling were rarely the victims of unlawful cyber attacks. Further, as pointed out by Arun Mohan Sukumar, the dissenting states did not want the rules of the game to be dictated by militarily advanced states - a problem that can only be solved through multilateral parliamentary diplomacy that takes all stakeholders on board in the norms formation process.

CONTESTATION
A core divide in the cyber norms formation process revolves around the question of sovereignty. The Sino-Russian view suggests that sovereignty in international law is absolute and no entity other than the sovereign state itself can limit the exercise of this power. Consequently, both Russia and China believe that each country has the right to manage the use
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of its own cyberspace and define its ‘network frontiers’ through the implementation of domestic legislation or the framing of state policy. According to this group of states, each country has the right to patrol information at its cyber borders - a view which has been a principled stand in accordance with their long-time reading of International Law. According to these countries, ICTs come laden with foreign influence and can disrupt the sovereign authority of the concerned state, which is directly at odds with the desire of the US and like-minded states in the G-7 to preserve the free-flow of information.

The Russian chair of the 2004/2005 GGE stated that issues of ‘international informations security’ must be discussed in light of the global information revolution. The UK and US have repeatedly stated that the use of the term in this fashion indicates that information itself is a security threat which must be guarded against. As per their position, excessive focus on ‘information security’ could potentially spiral a shift towards a position where the internet no longer serves as a platform for the rapid exchange of discourse and ideas but as domains of excessive sovereign regulation. The alleged Russian interference in the U.S. elections through the spread of fake misinformation and ‘fake news’ via social media platforms has resulted in calls for the re-evaluation of this stance and assess these actions against existing international law and national security strategy and thus amend domestic policy accordingly.

The ideological split on the nature of cyberspace has also resulted in two radically different approaches on how to regulate it. The United States has pushed for a soft ‘norms’ based approach where they seek to apply existing tenets of International law to cyberspace without creating a new treaty and promoting them aggressively.

The use of this terminology might be confusing as the application of International Law to any domain would result in the creation of autonomous binding obligations on all states even in the absence of a treaty. So, it remains
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unclear why the US approach is considered a ‘soft approach’ to cyber governance. On the other hand Russia and China have stated that existing tenets of customary International Law were never intended apply to cyberspace and the creation of a new *lex specialis* (specific law) through the drafting of a treaty that regulates cyberspace is required.217

**THE BIRTH OF COALITIONS**

Much like in the case of the other regimes, a variety of regional and strategic groupings have put forward representations of their orientation on cyber-governance.218 The Joint Statement made by the BRICS leaders at Xiamen in September, 2017 and prioritised the equal participation of all states in cyber governance and the need to make structures that regulate cyberspace more representative and inclusive.219 This critique applies to the GGE process where the P5 have participated in all five GGE processes. Estonia, Belarus, Brazil and India have participated in four while Canada, Egypt, Japan and Mexico have been a part of three GGE processes. Other states have been involved in two or less.220

The G7 have also used their strategic grouping to endorse the applicability of the framework of International Law and the UN Charter-including self-defense, human rights law and humanitarian law through the G7 Declaration on Responsible State Behaviour in Cyber Space in April, 2017.221 The joint endorsement of this doctrine by G7 states makes their position on the applicability of International law clear although clearer articulation providing legal reasoning and pragmatic enforcement mechanisms is needed. On the other hand, India also endorsed the communique of the meeting of G20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors in Baden-Baden, Germany in March 2017, which focused on the need for digital financial inclusion222 and addresses the role of cybersecurity in the protection of financial services.223 The European Union High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy submitted a report that explicitly recognised the importance of developing a political response to cybersecurity threats as many of the threats themselves are geopolitical in nature.224 Further, the report acknowledged that cyberspace is a domain of operations like land, air sea and space and therefore deserves priority in EU’s defense
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Russia has extended its multilateral efforts regionally at the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO). In 2009, the SCO arrived at an agreement that aimed to guarantee ‘international information security.’ In 2011, Russia and China were supported by other SCO countries in their submission of a draft, which was updated in 2015. These proposals lay out the rules of the road in cyberspace governance that focuses on ‘international information security’ and sovereignty. China took over the rotating Chairmanship of the Organisation this year and the next meeting will be held in Qingdao in July 2018. It is possible that Russia and China may continue to use the organisation to continue to pivot towards the signing of a cyber treaty and India’s participation in this Organisation sets it up nicely to get involved in this process if it strategically suits its needs. In addition to the independent multilateral initiatives, there have also been several bilateral and tri-lateral initiatives seeking to articulate common understandings on cyber norms. These understandings could be useful for the purpose of building economic or diplomatic relationships with states although to be of any normative or legal significance, clearer legal reasoning would be needed.

CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDATIONS

There were a number of factors that came together to ferment the success of the different agreements outlined above and can serve as lessons that can be carried over to the cyber negotiations process. The unique nature of cyberspace means that the recommendations need to be tailored to account for the unique nature of pay-offs and costs that the transitory nature of offensive cyber weapons or the problems of attribution in cyberspace hold for states and non-state actors. With this framework in mind, we articulate eleven recommendations under the following sub-headings: Size of negotiations, The Bargaining Process, Negotiation Strategies, Role of International law, Role of non-state actors and Dispute Resolution and coordination mechanisms.

SIZE OF NEGOTIATIONS

Recommendation 1: There should be an agreement at large that involves all states and invites non-state actors to the table as interested stakeholders.

Analysis: It is apparent that an agreement that regulates the entangled dimensions of cyberspace cannot be substituted by processes that involve a sample representation of states. While the GGE process marked an important point of commencement for future cyber negotiations, it cannot
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mark the end of the process and needs to be built on by involving all states. In order to foster legitimacy, strength, and sustainability of the emerging norms, there must be an agreement at large, which considers the voices of all states in a manner that encompasses widespread consent to the broad contours of the regime, even if consensus cannot be arrived at on every sub-point. This agreement at large needs to ensure that the voices of industry, civil society, and academia are also taken into account because these non-state stakeholders are becoming increasingly important for cyber governance and stability. The Environmental, UNCLOS and Use of Force regimes offer key learnings in this regard. Given the entangled dimensions of the phenomenon being negotiated, bilateral agreements that foster fragmented understandings of the concept at hand are not effective. The universal nature of these agreements not only enabled internalization of the norms and evolution of some of the legal provisions to the status of custom but also protected the regime when powerful players such as the US threatened exit from the regime. We believe the character of the cyber norms process should be ‘multilateral with multi-stakeholder engagement.’ Unlike other regimes, offensive operations in cyberspace impacts a wide range of actors—both in conjunction with and severed from state interests. Further, it has a range of implications for human rights and civil liberties. Therefore, it is crucial to have representatives from private sector and civil society present at the negotiations and representing their views and experiences in dealing with cyber security issues. While facilitating consensus among a diverse range of non-state entities may be difficult, it is important that their views are reflected at the table and taken into account by the decision-makers.

**Feasibility:** Present discourse on cyber security is fragmented into various regional or strategic groupings who harbour different understandings of cyber security and the role of an international regime that might regulate its contours. In order to build on the fragments of an existing formula, all parties must be brought to the negotiating table. The use of strategic negotiation tactics deployed by a robust and neutral coordination mechanism, which could be inter-governmental bodies such as the UN First Committee or non-governmental bodies such as the GCSC could work towards facilitating a positive outcome that can be considered by decision-makers.

**THE BARGAINING PROCESS**

**Recommendation 2:** Ideas, research, and a pre-existing material (drafts and agreements) are critical foundations and should be leveraged.

**Analysis:** As evident from our case studies, often the dawn of an all-encompassing regime are from ideas that emerge through conversations, correspondences and paper presentations by individuals, organizations or coalitions. The outlawing of war or the emergence of the Exclusive Economic Zone both originated as academic ideas that were then taken forward at the institutional level. Therefore, even though, the Tallinn Manuals have not found widespread consensus among states, it is crucial that the rigorous ideas incorporated in these texts are not ignored in the cyber governance project simply due to the fact that they have adopted a deracinated approach to the norms process. Instead, they can serve as the edifice on which future consensus can be forged.
Apart from academics, neutral non-governmental organisations can also play a crucial role. The ICRC’s pre-draft of the Geneva Conventions and the Additional Protocols helped speed up the negotiations and served as the language of International Law that facilitated conflict initially and then finally, consensus. Microsoft’s proposal for a Digital Geneva Convention could potentially play a future role as a foundational text.229

Feasibility: Given the wide array of academic scholarship and back-channel talks involving civil society groups, there is no dearth of ideas on the future of cyberspace. More channels of engagement, interaction and coordination between academics and policy-makers should be encouraged to ensure that these ideas play a role in the norm-creation process through bodies and forums like the IGF and the GCSC. Furthermore, there are over 70 existing multilateral and bilateral accords that should be considered and leveraged when negotiating an agreement.230

Recommendation 3: There must be transparency in the bargaining process at two levels: (1) Internal Transparency: This would be internal to the Parties and not necessarily the public and (2) Transparency of process and outcomes: This would be communicated to the public at large which would foster confidence in the negotiation process and thereby enable states to represent a wide array of domestic and international stakeholders in the proceedings.

Internal Transparency - All the regimes studied involved trade-offs and compromises and the formulation of packages and subpackages. Assuming all states are strategically incentivised to formulate an international regime for cyberspace due to the stability it fosters, they must be willing to compromise while sticking to their key policy requirements. However, they must be clear and transparent about the packages that are more important for their ideological or strategic needs so that the bargaining process can flourish. The New International Economic Order and the sovereign rights to the Exclusive Economic Zones was a bargaining chip that the G77 was not willing to compromise on during the UNCLOS negotiations both due to economic necessity and ideological dogma.

The case studies also demonstrate that undertaking a negotiation process with a clear understanding of country preferences can facilitate a bottom up cooperative process. In the Paris Agreement, this was in part achieved by having Parties present their ‘intended nationally determined contributions’ prior to COP21.231

Transparency of process and outcomes - The GGE process thus far has been marred by opacity. The draft of the failed 2017 GGE has not yet been released, which has prevented widespread public debate on the stumbling blocks rather than using it as a tool for progressive conflict.

Feasibility: While transparency is an ideal notion, decision-makers must strive for the non-attributability of offensive cyber action means that states and non-state may gain greater payoffs from not disclosing their capabilities and preferences. There needs to be robust diplomatic

posturing to persuade states to adopt transparency mechanisms both during and after the negotiation process. There needs to be conviction that both the reputational gains and global stability gained through transparent strategies, commitments, and progress thus enabling responsive and collective action and response.

NEGOTIATION STRATEGIES

Recommendation 4: Coalitions of like-minded states grouped by common ideology, interests, focus areas or identities may aid in fostering positive conflict, identifying key areas for consensus and in the development of a formula in the long run

Analysis: A fragmented approach to cyber governance may not fulfill the goal of regulating cyberspace, but it could be a potential catalyst for a stable international system as it would allow for some certainty in the formation of strategic alliances and in national approaches to cyberspace. Coalition-building was successfully used to articulate varied state interests and anchor the negotiations throughout the UNCLOS process through groups such as the G77. Further, given the nature of contestation in cyberspace and the present lack of consensus on applicable International Law, fragmentation, through regional or strategic groupings may be the way forward in the short-run until universal minimum core markers of consensus may be found. This process lead to the success of norm entrepreneurs such as AALCC during the UNCLOS negotiation process. Their recommendations and declarations aided the genesis of a formula that guided the negotiations. As outlined in the Report, existing governmental groups and forums could be potentially leveraged such as the Freedom Online Coalition, the G7, or the G20 as spaces for consensus building on specific topic areas.

Feasibility: Overlapping consensus among multiple fragmented groupings is possible if the various coalitions approach the negotiations willing to make compromises while not letting go of the core ideological basis of their groupings. For example, the G77 entered into trade-offs with the western states on various issues but none that threatened the establishment of an Exclusive Economic Zone under the agenda of the New International Economic Order.

Recommendation 5: In order to work out the various formulae, informal negotiation must be encouraged.

Analysis: Informal negotiation among a variety of smaller groups will allow delegates to engage with each other as individuals that represent the social, cultural and economic needs of the citizens of that state or region rather than engaging in a deracinated format as macro-state units. This mode of engagement was particularly fruitful in the Law of the Seas and the Paris Agreement negotiations as it converted a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach into a more inclusive ones that sought to recognize the diverse concerns of participating states. Progress can be made one issue at a time rather than trying to work out the details of all issues simultaneously once a broad formula has been agreed upon.

Feasibility: This recommendation is feasible once all delegates have been brought together for the negotiation process. It will also facilitate engagement and informal dialogue with non-state actors.
Recommendation 6: Voting must seek to facilitate consensus by using tactics such as the Indaba strategy

Analysis: The mode of voting on issues must seek to facilitate consensus. A process that builds on voting by the majority would amplify the voices of coalitions but could therefore reduce the incentives for major powers to stay on in the agreement. This was seen in the UNCLOS, IHL and the Paris Agreement. The harms of exit by a major power for the future of the regime must thus be considered. In the case of UNCLOS, the development of IHL or the Paris Agreement, the US exit did not threaten the existence of the regime. However, if the US were to exit the WTO and set up parallel regimes, then the future of the trading system would need re-evaluation. In the case of cyberspace, it is too early to risk exit by any country from the negotiations altogether due to the entangled nature of cyberspace and the lack of an already established broad formula. Instead, modes of negotiation that allow consensus to emerge without jeopardizing the process must be adopted. The Indaba negotiation strategy that obliges dissenters to propose alternate paths may be useful to ensure that any stonewalling is done after considering the path ahead.

Feasibility: While apparent divisions discussed in cyberspace negotiations as discussed Chapter 5 make the emergence of consensus on certain issues difficult, consensus on the least common denominator must be the goal of any negotiation.

Recommendation 7: Large regimes are decades in fruition. A small start does not dictate the eventual result.

Analysis: Most multilateral regimes evolve over a long period of time in order to enable the accommodation of multiple views and interests. It is important to not set a fixed deadline and enable the negotiations to evolve organically. However, while a diplomatic agreement is in the making, more urgent progress is needed on developing technical solutions that can prevent internet infrastructure from being attacked or utilised as third-party systems when an attack is being carried out. Cooperation with non-state actors can facilitate the needed research and development of these solutions.

Feasibility: As long as a coordination mechanism that enables various stakeholders to interact regularly is set up, allowing time to accommodate diverse viewpoints should be beneficial for the cyber norms process.

ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

Recommendation 8: International Law must be used as a tool for the facilitation of positive conflict but the cyber norms process must be careful to not delve into the details of its application until a broad formula has been worked out.

Analysis: As seen in the UNCLOS negotiations, reference to existing principles of International law or regional understandings such as the notion of the patrimonial sea are key for laying out a framework for further discussion. These principles serve as a common baseline on which first, positive conflict and then, consensus can emerge. Before jumping on to the applicability of specific norms of International Law in cyberspace, there must be consensus on what the broad contours of the agreement would be. For that to happen, there needs to be a common
understanding on the essence of cyberspace, the extent to which it can be weaponized and the rights and obligations of sovereign nations in this sphere. Before arriving at answers on specific questions such as the applicability of standards of self-defense or standards of attribution, broader questions on the nature of cyberspace and the extent of sovereignty that may be exercised therein need to be answered first.

**Recommendation 9:** The cyber norms process is not ready for the imposition of rigid, legally binding obligations as a desired outcome yet.

**Analysis:** The legally binding outcomes of the process should not be envisaged until a formula has been agreed upon. However, at this stage, the focus should be on national capacity building and voluntary compliance with cyber security requirements much like the INDCs at the Paris Agreement. A rigid legally binding agreement risks amplifying contestation or increasing Exit by many key players, something the process can ill-afford at this state due to the nascency of the negotiations and the real need to cull out a workable agreement. Once a shared formula is arrived at, the objective—either in the form of a global treaty or ‘soft norms’—can be agreed upon driven by increasing political participation by stakeholders who feel incentivised to improve the outcome of the process.

**Feasibility:** Texts such as the Tallinn Manual set out a useful trajectory for the application of international law. However, the cyber norms process is not ready to apply these norms in detail and must therefore use existing principles of international law to arrive at a clear picture on the formula first.

**ROLE OF NON-STATE ACTORS**

**Recommendation 10:** Wide participation by non-state actors can be key in negotiation processes. Identification of norm-entrepreneurs and supporting them may be important for a successful outcome.

**Analysis:** Involvement of non-state actors can create external pressure for outcomes to be reached that are acceptable to the public, can contribute to the objectives of the agreement, and can play an important role in accountability at the national level of state commitments. At the same time, states are often reluctant to take initiatives on matters which would require an agreement at large as the transaction costs of facilitating consensus would be greater than the individual benefits of a stable regime. Therefore, multi-stakeholder non-state bodies and forums pursuing multi-stakeholder models of Internet Governance such as the, GCSC, IGF, ICANN, ISO, ITU, and ISOC should continue to play a role—both in finding areas for collaboration, generating ideas, normative content, and developing standards that could inform a future agreement. These forums and bodies can also serve as spaces for bringing multiple actors to the table to discuss key issues and in doing so establish a foundation for future discussion. Such interactions are already taking place. For example, ICANN and OAS have signed an MOU to cooperate on common areas of interest relevant to cyber security. Such bodies can and do play an important role in

---

areas such as capacity building - for example the ITU undertakes capacity building efforts towards harmonizing regulatory frameworks and the Global Forum on Cyber Expertise undertakes capacity building efforts inline with international legal frameworks. Apart from non-governmental organizations, large private sector organizations most significantly affected by the weaponization of cyberspace should also be consulted so that the formula agreed upon takes into account their experience, understanding, and requirements. It is crucial that governments also continue to engage with these non-state actors throughout the negotiation process.

**Feasibility:** There are multiple non-state actors that have been involved in the present multi-stakeholder cybersecurity process. The key lies in enabling them to play a role in either coordinating the arrangement or providing valuable expertise, depending on the nature of the organisation.

**DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND COORDINATION BODY**

**Recommendation 11:** A dispute resolution or co-ordination body is needed but the present legal regime is not robust enough to create a mechanism that adjudges cyber disputes yet.

**Analysis:** The dispute resolution mechanism in the cyber norms process can emerge at two stages. Right now, even before the conclusion of the formula phase of the negotiations, a global consortium that establishes best practices and conducts cyber security inspections may be crucial. This is because until a more cohesive formula is drawn up, a judicial tribunal will not be able to rule on International cyber disputes.

Once a formula has been arrived at and political consensus has enabled the framing of parameters for attribution of cyber offensive attacks, a judicial body with teeth such as the WTO Appellate Body may be considered.

**Feasibility:** Feasibility of setting up these coordination mechanisms depends on the willingness of various stakeholders to fund, arrange and support the functioning of these mechanisms.

---

## ANNEX
### SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect of Negotiation</th>
<th>UNCLOS</th>
<th>Use of Force/Development of IHL</th>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Implications for Cyber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size</strong></td>
<td>Multilateral - more than 150 negotiating states, 150 negotiating issues</td>
<td><strong>Use of Force:</strong> Kellogg-Briand Pact had 31 signatories by effective date; 14 states party to the negotiations. Initially, 50 parties signed the UN Charter</td>
<td>Started off small - 23 countries at GATT 1947 but WTO has 164 members</td>
<td>14 states - and the EU were parties; 196 signatories</td>
<td>Should be an all-encompassing agreement at large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal/Informal Bargaining Process</td>
<td>Number of informal bargaining groups and sub-committees on various issues</td>
<td>Formal bargaining process driven by heads of states and leading diplomats</td>
<td>Business style tariff reductions at GATT, more holistic law-driven consensus building at WTO</td>
<td>Multilateral process with ‘formal informals’</td>
<td>Informal bargaining processes to diagnose an appropriate formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigidity of International Law</td>
<td>Output was a single negotiated treaty text</td>
<td>Engraved into Article 2(4) has been recognized as customary international law</td>
<td>GATT: Low levels of legal discipline, WTO: Rigid structure of International Law</td>
<td>Internally Determined Contributions (INDCs)- voluntary compliance</td>
<td>Until formula diagnosis, a ‘light touch’ approach should be adopted that ensures ‘cyber hygiene’ without forcing states to make commitments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*GCSC ISSUE BRIEF 2: BRIEFINGS FROM THE RESEARCH ADVISORY GROUP*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect of Negotiation</th>
<th>UNCLOS</th>
<th>Use of Force/ Development of IHL</th>
<th>Trade</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Implications for Cyber</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td>Took 15 years as there was no time pressure. Diagnostic Phase: 6 years; Formula Phase: 2 years; Details Phase: 7 years</td>
<td>Pact of Paris was negotiated between 1925-1929 although the informal origins of the idea came as early as 1919; UN Charter was negotiated within a year of the Dumbarton Oaks Conference in 1944. IHL: Geneva Conventions negotiated quickly in the aftermath of World War II. Additional Protocols took longer between 1974-77</td>
<td>GATT was negotiated quickly after World War II. Came into effect by 1947. Uruguay Round setting up the WTO took 8 years.</td>
<td>Negotiations officially took between 30 Nov-12 Dec, 2015 but built on 4 decades of environmental jurisprudence</td>
<td>Should not set a fixed deadline until a formula emerges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negotiation Strategies</strong></td>
<td>Use of trade-offs and packages/sub-packages</td>
<td>Use of trade-offs to determine what the functioning of UNSC would be like and the core norms of IHL</td>
<td>Tariff reductions were the initial trade-off but as the WTO mandate grew to fields such as Intellectual Property, Informal mechanisms had to be deployed to facilitate consensus</td>
<td>Use of trade-offs and sub-packages</td>
<td>Clear use of trade-offs and sub-packages in a transparent manner so that all parties are aware of the bargaining chips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Decision Rule</strong></td>
<td>Consensus or near consensus in decision-making</td>
<td><strong>Use of Force:</strong> Consensus among the major powers. <strong>Geneva Conventions:</strong> Majority Vote with negotiation on key substantive issues</td>
<td>Simple majority at GATT; Consensus with every party having a veto at WTO</td>
<td>Indaba negotiation strategy</td>
<td>Facilitative consensus along the lines of the Indaba orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect of Negotiation</td>
<td>UNCLOS</td>
<td>Use of Force/Development of IHL</td>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Implications for Cyber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence of Exit and Voice</td>
<td>Multiple coalitions such as the Group of 77 formed to give &quot;voice&quot; to the needs of developing countries. USA did not sign the treaty in 1982</td>
<td>Entire process was driven by the major military powers at the time. Article 2(4) was driven by the victors of World War II, so there was not much scope for the exercise of &quot;voice&quot; although there was contestation among the major powers</td>
<td>GATT-Low Legal discipline-High Exit-Low Voice; WTO-</td>
<td>USA has indicated that they will exit the Agreement</td>
<td>Should try to ensure maximum voice for all participants while ensuring that the tipping point for exit is not met</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Non-State Groups</td>
<td>Largely state-centric process</td>
<td>Academics that originally conceptualised the idea leading up to KB Pact; ICRC emerged as a major norm entrepreneur in the field of IHL</td>
<td>While NGOs are now increasingly coming into the fray, the original negotiations were largely state-centric initiatives</td>
<td>NGOs and specialist groups were invited to the negotiation process and helped drive consensus</td>
<td>Groups like the GCSC should endeavour to facilitate consensus, prepare research and take initiatives at conferences. There must also be constant state engagement with the private sector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set up of Dispute Resolution/Co-ordination Body</td>
<td>ITLOS; International Sea-Bed Authority</td>
<td>ICJ//UNSC</td>
<td>WTO Dispute Settlement Body</td>
<td>Climate Change Displacement Co-ordination Agreement to tackle forced migration due to environmental reasons</td>
<td>Cyber consortium that ensures cyber hygiene compliance and fosters co-ordination in international cyber dispute resolution and investigations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>